Let A = {A1, . . . , An} be a family of sets in the plane. For 0 ≤ i < n, denote by fi the number of subsets S of {1, . . . , n} of cardinality i + 1 that satisfy i∈S Ai = ∅. Let k ≥ 2, b ≥ 1 be integers. We prove that if all k-wise and (k+1)-wise intersections of A are open and have at most b path-connected components, then f k+1 = 0 implies f k ≤ cf k−1 for some positive constant c depending only on b and k. The result also extends to two-dimensinal compact connected surfaces.
Introduction
Consider a finite collection of convex sets K = {K1, K2, . . . , Kn}. Let N (K) = {S ⊂ [n] : i∈S Ki = ∅} be the nerve of K. We put f k (K) = f k (N (K)) = |{S ∈ N (K) : |S| = k + 1}|.
Helly's theorem asserts that for a finite collection of (at least d + 1) convex sets in R d , if every d + 1 sets have a point in common then all the sets have a point in common. In other words, Helly's theorem asserts that if fn−1(K) = 0 then f d (K) < n d+1 . A far-reaching extension of Helly's theorem was conjectured by Katchalski and Perles and proved by Kalai and by Eckhoff.
Theorem 1 (Kalai [Kal84] , Eckhoff [Eck85] ). Let K be a family of n convex sets in R d , and suppose that each d + r + 1 members of K have empty intersection. Then, for k = d, . . . , d + r − 1,
This "upper bound theorem" provides best upper bounds for f d (K), . . . , f d+r−1 (K) in terms of f0(K) provided f d+r (K) = 0. It implies sharp version of the "fractional Helly theorem" of Katchalski and Liu [KL79] . Moreover, the bound cannot be improved as there is a simple case of equality: The family consists of r copies of R d and n − r hyperplanes in general position.
We now move from families of convex sets to families of sets under certain topological conditions. Helly himself found a topological extension to his theorem, and finding topological versions to Hellytype theorems is a very interesting and fruitful area. For example, Goaoc, Paták, Patáková, Tancer, and Wagner [GPP + 17] found a far-reaching extension of Helly's theorem under weak topological conditions. Theorem 1 extends to "good covers" in R d , and it is widely believed that similar (but weaker) upper bounds applies under much weaker topological conditions. Some conjectures in this direction were offered by Kalai and Meshulam, see [Kal04] . The purpose of this paper is to prove such upper bounds for planar sets.
The main result of this paper is for nerves of planar sets. We give, under fairly weak conditions on the sets, upper bound on f k (K) in terms of f k−1 (K) under the assumption that f k+1 (K) = 0 (for details, see Theorem 2).
New results
Set Aσ := i∈σ Ai for σ ⊆ {1, . . . , n}.
We put f ind k (A) = |{S ∈ N (A) : S ⊂ T, T ∈ N (A), |S| = k + 1, |T | = k + 2}|. In words, f ind k (A) counts the number of intersecting (k + 1)-tuples in A induced by all intersecting (k + 2)-tuples in A. Hence, f ind k (A) ≤ f k (A) ≤ n k+1 . Theorem 2. Let k ≥ 2, b ≥ 1 be integers. Let A = {A1, . . . , An} be subsets of R 2 satisfying the following conditions:
(i) f k+1 (A) = 0 (ii) for all σ, |σ| ∈ {k, k + 1}, Aσ is either open or discrete, and has at most b path-connected components +3 . We note that the plane in Theorem 2 can be replaced by a surface. By a surface we mean a twodimensional compact connected real manifold. Indeed, most parts of the proof are independent on the surface and in order to prove an upper bound on the number of edges of "nice" graphs embeddable into a surface M , it is enough to replace every usage of Euler's formula for planar graphs v −e+f ≥ 2 by its surface analogue v − e + f ≥ χ, where χ is Euler characteristic of M (Observation 15). More details are provided in Section 5.
Theorem 3. Let M be a surface and k ≥ 2, b ≥ 1 be integers. Let A = {A1, . . . , An} be a family of subsets of M satisfying the following conditions:
Aσ is either open or discrete, and has at most b path-connected components
Let us assume for a moment that A is a family of open sets in the plane. When b = 1 the condition on the set system A is that all intersections are either connected or empty. In this case Theorem 2 basically asserts that if f3(A) = 0, then f2(A) ≤ 3f1(A), and, if f k+1 (A) = 0 for k ≥ 3, then f k (A) ≤ 1 k−2 f k−1 (A). Theorem 1 asserts that when all sets are convex, then
and this inequality continue to hold if all intersections are either contractible or empty. We show that the weaker conditions of connected or empty intersections do not suffice for (1).
Theorem 4. For any n ≥ 4, there is a family F of n open sets in R 2 such that intersection of every subfamily is either empty or connected, and for which f3(F) = 0 and f2(F) > n − 1 2 .
In fact, f2(F) ≥ n−1 2 + 1 3 (n 2 − 6n + 3) for n ≥ 6. Furthermore, all but one of the sets of F are contractible and intersections of all pairs and triples of sets from F are contractible.
Organization of the paper: In Section 3 we ilustrate the proof technique on the case b = 1, the full proof of Theorem 2 is given in Section 4, the adaptation to manifold setting in Section 5, and proof of Theorem 4 in Section 6.
Path-connected intersections
We start with a proof of Theorem 2 for the case b = 1. For a simpler presentation we provide a slightly worse constant c for k ≥ 3, namely c = c(b, k) = b 2 k−2 . The bound with the right constant can be found in Section 4, where the full proof of Theorem 2 is presented.
Recall that Aσ = i∈σ Ai, where σ ⊂ {1, . . . , n}. By assumptions, Aσ is either empty or open & path-connected for any σ with |σ| ∈ {k, k + 1}. We want to get an upper bound on the number of intersecting (k + 1)-tuples of A provided no k + 2 sets from A intersect.
Let N denote the nerve of A and let σ be a k-dimensional face of N . For every nonempty Aσ, choose aσ ∈ Aσ. Let W be the set of all aσ's, that is
Embeddability. The aim now is to construct a planar graph G on the vertices W which can be drawn properly into A. We double-count the number of edges of G in order to get the desired bound on the number of vertices of G, hence on f k (A).
Let τ ∈ N be a (k − 1)-dimensional face which is contained in at least one k-dimensional face of N . Set Vτ = {aσ : σ ∈ N, |σ| = k + 1, τ ⊂ σ} and Γ = {τ : Vτ = ∅}.
We have W = τ ∈N Vτ and |Γ| = f ind k−1 (A). Let Gτ be a tree on the vertex set Vτ , where |Vτ | ≥ 2. Let us describe the embedding Gτ : Gτ → Aτ . Let aσ, a σ ∈ Vτ be two vertices of Gτ connected by an edge. By assumptions, Aτ is pathconnected, hence the edge between aσ and a σ can be drawn solely inside Aτ . Moreover, for |Vτ | ≥ 2, Aτ is open, so we can assume the tree Gτ is embedded into Aτ piece-wise linearly.
Observation 5. For any choice of trees Gτ and their embeddings Gτ described above, the following is true. Set G := τ : |τ |=k Gτ and define a mapping G : G → A as G = τ : |τ |=k Gτ . Then 1. G is a simple graph (no loops, no multiple edges)
The embeddings Gτ : Gτ → Aτ can be modified so that under the mapping G, the images of any two edges of G intersect at most once.
Proof.
1. Immediately follows from the construction. Indeed, there are no loops since all Gτ 's are trees. Moreover, any edge between aσ, a σ belongs to G σ∩σ , hence every edge in G appears with multiplicity one.
2. Observe that each vertex of G belongs to exactly k + 1 graphs Gτ . Indeed, aσ belongs to such Gτ for which τ σ. Since |σ| = k + 1 and |τ | = k, there are exactly k + 1 such graphs. Recall Γ = {τ : Vτ = ∅}. Each Gτ is a tree, hence |E(Gτ )| = |Vτ | − 1. Therefore,
Using that |Γ| = f ind k−1 (A) ≤ f k−1 (A) ≤ n k and |W | = f k (A), we get the desired bounds. 3. Since the embeddings of Gτ 's are piece-wise linear, having infinitely many crossings in G means that some two segments coincide, say segments of two edges e and f . In such case we slightly perturb images of e and f keeping the endpoints fixed. Notice that we heavily use here that the sets Aτ are open and path-connected.
Redrawing. The crucial part of the whole proof is to show that we can choose trees Gτ so that the graph G is planar.
Proposition 6. There is a choice of trees Gτ on the vertex set W together with embeddings Gτ : Gτ → Aτ such that:
• G = τ : |τ |=k Gτ is a simple planar graph
• the embedding of G is a union of embeddings of Gτ Proof. Let Gτ : Gτ → Aτ where |τ | = k, be embeddings as described above. Let G := ∪ τ :|τ |=k Gτ be a graph and G := ∪ τ :|τ |=2 Gτ a mapping. By Observation 5(1), the graph G is simple. All we need to do is get rid of all intersection points in Im(G) and preserve all the properties of Gτ .
Let eτ ∈ E(Gτ ), e τ ∈ E(G τ ) be two edges that intersect, that is G(eτ ) ∩ G(e τ ) = ∅ and the preimages of the intersection points are not vertices of eτ , e τ . We now show how to change G into an embedding G . All changes will be done on the level of trees Gτ and their embeddings Gτ . By this procedure we remove all intersection points in Im(G). By Observation 5(3), there is just a finite Figure 1 : Left: Im G, right: Im G number of intersection points, so we can deal with them one by one. Let bτ , cτ and b τ , c τ be vertices of eτ , e τ , respectively.
Abusing notation, we will call the images of bτ ,
By assumption, Gτ and G τ are embeddings, hence τ = τ , and by condition (i) (Theorem 2),
Since |σ| = k + 1, there is a path s in Aσ between pσ and aσ (condition (ii) of Theorem 2).
Let us construct an auxiliary graph Hτ from Gτ by subdividing the edge bτ cτ at the new vertex pσ and adding an edge aσpσ. Formally,
Note that Hτ is almost a tree, by removing one edge from Hτ we get a tree. It also follows from the construction that removing either the edge bτ pσ or cτ pσ makes Hτ disconnected. Let it be the edge cτ pσ. We redefine Gτ to G τ as follows (see Figure 1 ): We replace the edge bτ cτ in Gτ by the edge cτ aσ. To describe the embedding G τ : G τ → Aτ , it is enough to describe the embedding of the edge cτ aσ: it is a concatenation of the path s and Gτ (cτ pσ).
Analogically, we obtain G τ and its embedding G τ from G τ . (We have to be careful when embedding the edge b τ aσ: we go from b τ to pσ along the original embedding of b τ c τ until we hit pσ and then we contine along s (sufficiently close) to aσ. Here we use that the intersections of (k + 1)-tuples are open.)
Clearly, we removed one intersection point of G(eτ ) and G(e τ ). The redefined G τ , G τ are trees on the same set of vertices as before.
However, it could happen that we introduced now intersection points in Im G. Namely, some images of edges of G can intersect the path s. Let G(eµ) intersect s. By condition (i), µ ⊂ σ. Denote by g, h two endpoints of eµ. Since Gµ is acyclic (it is a tree), gaσ / ∈ E(Gµ) or haσ / ∈ E(Gµ). Suppose that the first possibility occurs. Then we replace eµ ∈ E(Gµ) by an edge connecting g and aσ, and modify the corresponding embedding Gµ: we start at g, go along eµ until we hit s and then continue along s to aσ (we use that Aµ is open). Note that we didn't change the number of edges in Gµ. Repeating this procedure, we remove all intersection points with the path s.
Repeatedly removing all intersection points of G, we obtain an embedding G of G = τ : |τ |=k G τ . Since we didn't introduce any loops or multiple edges, by Observation 5(1), we conclude that G is a simple planar graph.
Proof of Theorem 2 for k ≥ 3. By Observation 5(2),
Since G is a simple planar graph (Proposition 6) on |W | vertices, it has at most 3|W | edges. Combining it with |W | = f k (A) provides the desired bound:
In order to make the approach above work for k = 2, we would need that the number of edges of G is at most c|W | for c < 3. This is indeed the case as shown in the next lemma.
Proof for k = 2. Lemma 7. Let k = 2. Let G be a graph on the vertex set W given by Proposition 6. Let us assume that G has at least seven edges. Then
Having the lemma above, we can finish the proof of the main theorem for b = 1.
For f ind 1 (A) = 0 we have f2(A) = 0 and there is nothing to prove. From now on let f ind 1 (A) ≥ 1. Note that we can freely assume that G has at least seven edges. Indeed, otherwise Theorem 2 holds trivially: If |E(G)| ≤ 6, f2(A) = |W | = 1 3 f ind 1 (A) + 2 by Observation 5(2), which is subsumed in the desired bound f2(A) ≤ 3f ind 1 (A). Assuming that G has at least seven edges, Lemma 7 combined with Observation 5(2) gives
which finishes the proof of Theorem 2 for b = 1.
In order to prove Lemma 7, we first investigate the structure of 3-cycles in G. From now on, let k = 2.
Structure of triangles in G. To any triangle aσ 1 aσ 2 aσ 3 in G we assign a label σ1 ∪ σ2 ∪ σ3. It turns out that each such label has the same cardinality, namely four (Observation 8(1)). Denote by Hν a subgraph of G consisting of all triangles with label ν. Important property is that two subgraphs of distinct labels are edge-disjoint (Observation 8(3)).
Observation 8.
In particular, if two 3-cycles share an edge, they have the same label.
2. For a fixed ν, Hν is a subgraph of K4, a complete graph on four vertices.
3. For ν = ν , Hν and H ν are edge-disjoint.
1. For i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, we have |σi| = 3 and |σi ∩ σj| = 2 for i = j. Since σi's are distinct, |σ1 ∪σ2 ∪σ3| ≥ 4. By inclusion-exclusion principle, |σ1 ∩σ2 ∩σ3| ≥ 1. Moreover, |σ1 ∩σ2 ∩σ3| = 1 since |σ1 ∩ σ2 ∩ σ3| = 2 would imply that the tree Gσ 1 ∩σ 2 ∩σ 3 contains a cycle aσ 1 aσ 2 aσ 3 . The first part follows.
2. It follows by (1) that |ν| = 4 and Hν is spanned by at most four vertices.
3. It follows by (1). Indeed, if Hν , H ν share an edge, then ν = ν .
Planar graphs. Let v(G), e(G), f (G) denote the number of vertices, edges and faces of a simple planar graph G, respectively. If the graph is clear form the context, we will use just v, e, f . By
Let us fix an embedding of G and let ti denote the number of faces of G (in this embedding) with i edges along its boundary. (If G contains a bridge, the image of the bridge-edge is counted twice for the face it lies in.) We will need the following lemma:
Lemma 9. Let t ≥ 2. Let G be a planar graph with at least t + 1 edges. Let H be a subgraph of G induced by triangles on G. That is, each edge of H is contained in some triangle in G. Assume that H can be decomposed as follows:
where all Hi are edge-disjoint and 2 ≤ e(Hi) ≤ t
Then there exists a constant ct < 3 depending on t such that e(G) ≤ ct(v(G) − 2). Specifically, ct = 12t 4t+3 . The proof of Lemma 7 is now a direct consequence of Lemma 9.
Proof of Lemma 7. By definition of Hν and Observation 8, H = ∪ ν : |ν|=4 Hν is a subgraph of G induced by triangles of G. Note that 3 ≤ e(Hν ) ≤ 6, since Hν is formed by triangles, and by Observation 8(2), it is a subgraph of K4. By Observation 8(3), Hν 's are edge-disjoint, therefore assumptions of Lemma 9 are satisfied for t = 6.
For a proof of Lemma 9, we need the following folklore observation.
Observation 10. Let G be a simple planar graph with v vertices, e ≥ 2 edges and at most T triangular faces. Then
Proof. The proof is fairly standard and we include it just for completeness. Since e ≥ 2, t2 = 0 and we have
Using t3 ≤ T and combining (3) and (2) the bound follows.
Proof of Lemma 9. We fix an embedding of G. We claim that the number of triangular faces in the embedding of G can be expressed as follows: 
We define Vτ and Γ similarly as before, that is,
where τ ∈ N is a (k − 1)-dimensional face which is contained in at least one k-dimensional face of N .
Clearly, W = τ ∈N Vτ and |Γ| = f ind k−1 (A). Embeddability. The aim is to construct a planar graph on the vertex set W drawn properly into A. We will proceed in several steps. First we construct graphs Gτ on the vertex sets Vτ ⊆ W , together with their embeddings to Aτ . For each path-connected component B of Aτ we look at all points aσ in this component for σ ⊃ τ . First we choose one point from Wσ for each σ ⊃ τ in B and form a tree in Aτ on them. Next we choose another point from Wσ for each σ ⊃ τ in B and form another tree on them. We continue until we exhaust all points in Aσ ∩ B for every σ ⊃ τ . Gτ will be a forest formed by the union of all such trees for all connected components of Aτ (see Figure 2 ). Note that we can draw all such trees solely inside Aτ . Indeed, Aτ is open, hence removing a drawing of a tree from Aτ leaves enough space in which we can easily draw another tree. We can continue like this drawing the trees. In the end we obtain an embedding Gτ : Gτ → Aτ . As before, we assume that all embeddings are piece-wise linear.
Note that Gτ has at most b 2 connected components, since Gτ restricted to each connected component of Aτ contains at most b trees (|Wσ| ≤ b), and there are at most b path-connected components of Aτ . Later on we are going to "change" the graphs and in order to make these "changes" to work, we need to maintain that all points of Wσ are and stay in distinct components of Gτ 's.
Observation 11. For any choice of forests Gτ and their embeddings Gτ described above, the following is true. Set G := τ : |τ |=k Gτ and define a mapping G : G → A as G = τ : |τ |=k Gτ . Then
3. The embeddings Gτ : Gτ → Aτ can be modified so that under the mapping G, the images of any two edges of G intersect only finitely many times.
Proof. The proof goes along the same lines as the proof of Observation 5. In particular, the part (3) is identical, so it remains to prove parts (1) and (2).
1. Since Gτ 's are forests, there are no loops in G and if there is a multiple edge in G between vertices aσ, a σ , σ = σ , then both aσ, a σ belong to the forest G σ∩σ . Since for fixed σ, σ the forest is uniquely determined, there is just one edge between aσ, a σ . For σ = σ , all points of Wσ lie in distinct components of Gτ 's. In particular, there is no edge between them.
2. As before, each vertex of G belongs to exactly k + 1 graphs Gτ . Recall Γ = {τ : Vτ = ∅}. By construction, each Gτ is a forest on Vτ with at most b 2 connected components, hence |E(Gτ )| ≥ |Vτ | − b 2 . We have:
Using that |Γ| ≤ f ind k−1 (A) ≤ f k−1 (A) ≤ n k and f k (A) ≤ |W |, we get the desired bound.
Redrawing. As before, the crucial part of the proof is to show that G can be planar.
Proposition 12. There is a choice of forests Gτ on the vertex sets Vτ together with the embeddings Gτ : Gτ → Aτ such that:
• For a fixed σ, any two points of Wσ lie in distinct components of G
• the embedding of G is a union of embeddings of Gτ
Proof. The proof is analogical to the proof of Proposition 6, the only difference is that here Gτ are forests and not trees. We will point out the differences in the proof. Let Gτ : Gτ → Aτ where |τ | = k, be embeddings as described above. Let G := ∪ τ :|τ |=k Gτ be a graph and G := ∪ τ :|τ |=2 Gτ a mapping. G is a simple graph by Observation 11(1). Let us describe how to get rid of all intersection points in Im(G) and preserve all the properties of Gτ . All changes will be done on the level of forests Gτ and their embeddings Gτ .
Let G(eτ ) ∩ G(e τ ) = ∅ for eτ ∈ E(Gτ ), e τ ∈ E(G τ ) and the preimages of the intersection points are not vertices of eτ , e τ . Let bτ , cτ and b τ , c τ be vertices of eτ , e τ , respectively, and let us denote their images under G the same way. Fix an intersection point pσ ⊆ G(eτ ) ∩ G(e τ ), note that pσ / ∈ {bτ , cτ , b τ , c τ }.
Using condition (i) of Theorem 2, it follows that pσ ⊂ Aσ, where σ = τ ∪ τ and |σ| = k + 1. By condition (ii), Aσ has at most b path-connected components, so pσ has to be contained in one of them, say A σ , where ∈ {1, . . . , b}. Let s be a path in Aσ between pσ and a σ . The whole redrawing procedure works exactly the same as in the case b = 1.
Assuming that removing the edge cτ pσ increases the number of connected components in the auxiliary graph Hτ , we replace the edge bτ cτ in Gτ by the edge cτ a σ and denote the new graph G τ . We embed this edge into Aτ as a concatenation of the path s and Gτ (cτ pσ) (see Figure 3 ). Let us focus on the case when one of the vertices of eτ belongs to Wσ, say bτ = a 1 σ . We claim that there is no path in Gτ between cτ and a σ , otherwise there is a path between a 1 σ and a σ , which contradicts the assumption that all vertices of Wσ lie in distinct components of Gτ for τ ⊂ σ. In this case we replace the edge eτ = a 1 σ cτ by the edge a σ cτ (see Figure 4 ). This ensures that a 1 σ , a σ stay in distinct components of Gτ .
Completely analogically we obtain G τ and its embedding G τ . By redrawing, we removed the intersection point pσ. Note that G τ , G τ are still forests on the same set of vertices, with the same number of connected components as before. We also preserved the fact that vertices of Wσ stay in distinct components of Gτ , G τ , respectively.
Let us assume we introduced now intersection points in Im G, specifically, let G(eµ) intersect s. As in the case b = 1, we replace eµ by the edge ga σ , where g is an endpoint of eµ for which ga σ / ∈ E(Gµ) and modify the embedding accordingly. Note that we didn't add any edge among vertices of Wσ. Indeed, if, say h ∈ Wσ, where h is the second endpoint of eµ, then ga σ / ∈ E(Gµ) and ha σ / ∈ E(Gµ) since a σ ∈ Wσ. In such case we replace eµ by an edge ga σ as described above.
Hence, after removing all intersection points, we obtain an embedding G. Since there are no edges between vertices of Wσ for all k-dimensional σ, by Observation 11(1), G is a simple planar graph. Theorem 2 is an immediate consequence of the following lemma:
Lemma 13. Let G be a graph on the vertex set W given by Proposition 12. Let us assume that G has at least 3bk + 1 edges. Then
Proof of Theorem 2. By Observation 11(2),
Combining it with Lemma 13, we get
provided G has at least 3bk + 1 edges. If |E(G)| ≤ 3bk, then, by Observation 11(2),
which is covered by the previous bound provided that f ind k−1 (A) ≥ k + 1 and k ≥ 2. Note that assuming f ind k−1 (A) ≥ k + 1 is not a limitation, since by definition of f ind k−1 (A), f ind k−1 (A) ≥ k + 1 is equivalent to f k (A) ≥ 1. For f k (A) = 0 the statement holds trivially and there is nothing to prove.
Remark. Note that for k ≥ 3 we could, instead of Lemma 13, use that |E(G)| ≤ 3|W |, as we did for b = 1 in Section 3. However, the approach presented here will easily extend to manifolds (Section 5).
Remark. We note that assuming that each nonempty Aσ, |σ| ∈ {k, k + 1} has exactly b pathconnected components leads to a better bound. Indeed, since in this case |W | = bf k (A), we can divide the final bound by b. Specifically, c( 
It remains to prove Lemma 13. As in the case b = 1, the proof will follow from Lemma 9. For that, we first need to investigate the structure of 3-cycles of G.
Structure of triangles in G. As before, assign to a triangle aσ 1 aσ 2 aσ 3 in G a label σ1 ∪ σ2 ∪ σ3, and denote by Hν a subgraph of G consisting of all triangles with label ν. The following observation is a direct generalization of Observation 8, although here, in the proof of the item (2), we use the fact that G is planar.
Observation 14.
1. If aσ 1 , aσ 2 , aσ 3 ∈ V (G) span a 3-cycle, then |σ1 ∪ σ2 ∪ σ3| = k + 2. Hence, any 3-cycle can be labeled by the (k + 2)-element subset σi ∪ σj, where i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, i = j. In particular, if two 3-cycles share an edge, they are labeled by the same label.
2. For a fixed ν, Hν has at most b(k + 2) vertices and at most 3bk edges.
Proof of Observation 14. The proof follows the proof of Observation 8, we highlight the differencies.
1. First notice that σi are pair-wise distinct. Indeed, otherwise there is a path between two vertices with the same label which contradicts the assumption that vertices with the same label lie in distinct path-connected components. The rest follows exactly the same lines: by assumptions, |σ1 ∪ σ2 ∪ σ3| ≥ k + 2, |σi| = k + 1, and |σi ∩ σj| = k. By the inclusion-exclusion principle, |σ1 ∩ σ2 ∩ σ3| ≥ k − 1, but there is an equality since otherwise the forest Gσ 1 ∩σ 2 ∩σ 3 contains the cycle aσ 1 aσ 2 aσ 3 . Hence, |σ1 ∪ σ2 ∪ σ3| = k + 2.
2. For a fixed σ ⊆ ν with |σ| = k +1, |Wσ| ≤ b, in words, there are at most b vertices a i σ , 1 ≤ i ≤ b. Since any two vertices of Wσ lie in distinct components of G, it follows that any two vertices of Wσ lie in distinct components of Hν . By (1), |ν| = k + 2, hence each component of Hν is spanned by k + 1 or k + 2 vertices and there are at most (k + 2)b vertices in total. Let vi be the total number of vertices of components of Hν which are spanned by exactly i vertices, i = k + 1, k + 2. Then 
Surface scenario
In order to prove Theorem 3, we show how to modify the proof of Theorem 2.
Graphs embedded into a surface. We start with a surface analogue of the folklore Euler's formula (2) for planar graphs v − e + f ≥ 2.
Observation 15. Let M be a surface with Euler characteristic χ(M ). Let G be a graph embedded into M and suppose that G has f0 vertices, f1 edges and f2 faces in the corresponding embedding.
Proof. If the embedding triangulates the surface, we have equality. If not, we perform the following procedure: Subdivide each edge whose starting point and ending point coincide. This splits the edge into two and add one extra vertex, which means no change in f0 − f1 + f2.
Later on we add edges to subdivide the non-cell face (i.e. face that is not a disk). This clearly adds edges, but it may or may not add faces. (Consider the case of three isolated points in the plane.) But clearly, it does not change f0 and f2 − f1 does not increase.
The proof of Theorem 3 goes along the same lines as the proof of Theorem 2. Most of the parts are independent on the surface. We construct the forests Gτ exactly the same way as before (see Section 4, the basic blocks-trees-can be PL-embedded into open sets in M . Observation 11 is independent on the surface, similarly Proposition 12, where we replace any occurancy of "planar graph" by "graph embedded into M ". The whole redrawing proceeds without any change since it is based only on the intersection patterns of the sets and the fact we have trees/forests.
The surface M starts playing a role when we want to bound the number of edges of the constructed graph G embedded into M . Theorem 3 will follow from the following surface analogue of Lemma 13:
Lemma 16. Let G be a graph on the vertex set W embedded into M such that • G = τ : |τ |=k Gτ is a simple graph, and Gτ are forests defined in Section 4
• For a fixed σ, any two points of Wσ lie in distinct components of G (recall W = Wσ)
Let us assume that G has at least t + 1 edges. Then
Proof. In order to prove Lemma 16 we need Lemma 9 and Observation 14 for G embedded into M . Let us start with Lemma 9: it is easy to check that the conclusion of Lemma 9 under the assumption that G is embedded into M is that e(G) ≤ ct(v(G) − χ(M )), where ct = 12t 4t+3 as before. In fact, it is enough to replace every usage of Euler's inequality (2) by Observation 15.
The items (1) and (3) in Observation 14 are independent on the surface, so we focus on the item (2). As in Observation 14(2), Hν has at most (k + 2)b vertices, however, the number of edges differ. Using the same notation, we have
where we replaced 3i − 6 in the expression (4) by 3i − 3χ(M ), which is a direct consequence of the inequality from Observation 15 combined with the fact that Hν is a simple graph with at least three edges. Now we distinguish two cases according to the sign of χ:
where we used that vi = b(k + 2) and for χ < 0 we used that k+2 k+1 ≤ 4 3 if k ≥ 2. Since H = ∪ ν : |ν|=k+2 Hν is a subgraph of G induced by triangles, Hν are edge-disjoint, the proof follows from the surface analogue of Lemma 9 for t = b(3k − 4χ + 6) or t = 3b(k + 2 − χ) depending whether χ < 0 or χ ≥ 0. Note that in both cases t ≥ 3bk, since Euler characteristic of a surface is at most two.
Theorem 3 now follows from the combination of the lower and upper bound on the number of edges, both stated in Lemma 16. For |E(G)| ≥ t + 1 we have
where both c 1 , c 2 depend on t, b and k. Note that c 2 < 0 if and only if χ > 0. For |E(G)| ≤ t, we directly have
and again, there exist c 1 = c 1 (b, t, k) > 0 and c 2 = c 2 (b, t, k) > 0 such that f k (A) ≤ c 1 f ind k−1 (A) + c 2 . Defining c1 := c 1 + c 1 , c2 := c 2 + c 2 for χ < 0 and c2 := c 2 for χ ≥ 0 finishes the proof. Let's start with the simplest case n = 4. Let ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 be three points in the plane and let a4 be the barycenter of the triangle formed by a1, a2, a3. Let F1 = conv(a2, a3, a4), F2 = conv(a1, a3, a4), F3 = conv(a1, a2, a4) and let F4 be a boundary of the triangle a1, a2, a3. It is easy to see that every three sets intersect, but not all of them. In other words, f3(F) = 0, f2(F) = 4 > 3.
Before extending the construction to more sets, let us modify the example: as one set we take the union of all three supporting lines, and as other three sets we take the line spanned by aiaj, i = j ∈ {1, 2, 3} together with the triangle spanned by points ai, aj, a4.
For n = 5, let us take the construction described above and as the last set, consider a new line which intersects all the previous lines and avoids the triangle (see Figure 5 ). It is clear that f2(F) = n−1 2 + 1. This construction works in general, let us formalize it and provide a better bound on f2(F). An arrangement A of n lines is called simple, if no point belongs to more than two of these lines. With an arrangement A, there is associated a 2-dimensional cell-complex into which the lines of A decompose R 2 , or RP 2 , respectively. Let p3(A) denote the number of triangular faces (= triangles) among the cells of the complex associated with A.
For n ≥ 5, Füredi and Palásti [FP84] constructed a simple arrangement An of n lines in the real projective plane RP 2 with p3(An) ≥ 1 3 n(n − 3). Observe that in any simple arrangement A of at least four lines, two triangles cannot share an edge, hence p3(A) ≤ 1 3 n(n − 1). It immediately follows that in every simple arrangement there is a line incident to at most n − 1 triangles.
Let An be a simple arrangement of n lines in RP 2 with p3(An) ≥ 1 3 n(n − 3) and choose a line incident to at most n − 1 triangles as a line in infinity. The remaining Euclidean arrangement of n − 1 lines has at least 1 3 n(n − 3) − (n − 1) = 1 3 (n 2 − 6n + 3) triangles. For n ≥ 6, this value is strictly positive. Denote this arrangement by A and note that every two lines from A intersect. Let {T1, . . . , Tm} be the set of all triangular faces of the cell-complex associated with A. Denote by ti the barycenter of Ti and consider a stellar subdivision of Ti from ti (see Figure 6 ). Let us denote the new arrangement by A .
Then F = {F1, . . . , Fn} is formed as follows (see Figure 7 ):
• F1 is the union of all lines 1, . . . , n−1 from A • Fi is a single line i together with all triangular faces of A sharing a segment with i.
We show that F satisfies the assumptions. Clearly, we have n sets and any nonempty intersection is connected. Observe that no four sets share a point. Indeed, for i ≤ j ≤ k, Fi ∩ Fj ∩ F k = ∅ implies that either i = 1 and the intersection equals to the point j ∩ k , or Fi ∩ Fj ∩ F k is the barycenter of the triangle formed by lines i, j , k . In both cases the intersection point is not contained in any other set from F (in the first case since no three lines are concurrent, in the second case since the barycenter is contained in exactly three sets).
From the previous considerations also follows that the number of intersecting triples is equal to the number of line intersections plus the number of triangles in A.
By construction (as shown above), p3(A) ≥ 1 3 (n 2 − 6n + 3). Putting together, we have f2(F) ≥ n − 1 2 + 1 3 (n 2 − 6n + 3), which finishes the proof for the family of closed sets. It is not difficult to make the sets of F open. Indeed, consider their open ε-hull (i.e. an open cover by balls of radius ε which are centered in the points of the set). For ε small enough, the nerve of the described family remains the same.
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